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E-mail address: ctan@mae.carleton.ca (C.L. Tan).The authors have very recently proposed an efﬁcient, accurate alternative scheme to numerically evalu-
ate etc. Green’s function, U(x), and its derivatives for three-dimensional, general anisotropic elasticity.
These quantities are necessary items in the formulation of the boundary element method (BEM). The
scheme is based on the double Fourier series representation of the explicit, exact, algebraic solution
derived by Ting and Lee (1997) [Ting, T.C.T., Lee, V.G., 1997. The three-dimensional elastostic Green’s
function for general anisotropic linear elastic solid. Q. J. Mech. Appl. Math. 50, 407–426] expressed in
terms of Stroh’s eigenvalues. By taking advantage of some its characteristics, the formulations in this dou-
ble Fourier series approach are revised and several of the analytical expressions are re-arranged in the
present study. This results in signiﬁcantly fewer terms to be summed in the series thereby improving fur-
ther the efﬁciency for evaluating the Green’s function and its derivatives. These revised Fourier series rep-
resentations of U(x) and its derivatives are employed in a BEM formulation for three-dimensional linear
elastostatics. Some numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the veracity of the implementation
and its applicability to the elastic stress analysis of generally anisotropic solids. The results are compared
with known solutions in the literature where possible, and with those obtained using the commercial
ﬁnite element code ANSYS. Excellent agreement is obtained in all cases.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Advances and the use of the boundary element method (BEM)
for three-dimensional stress analysis of generally anisotropic linear
elastic solids have been signiﬁcantly less widespread than for iso-
tropic elastostatics. The main reason for this is the mathematical
complexity of the fundamental solution, or Green’s function,
U(x); this quantity gives the displacement components at a ﬁeld
point due to a unit point load at the source point in an inﬁnite elas-
tic body. The Green’s function and its derivatives are necessary
items in the development of the boundary integral equation (BIE)
for the BEM. Using the Green’s function derived by Lifshitz and Ro-
zentsweig (1947) and Wilson and Cruse (1978) were the ﬁrst to
introduce a numerical scheme of the BEM for three-dimensional
anisotropic elasticity. The unit point load solution of Lifshitz and
Rozenzweig (1947) is, however, not algebraically explicit; it is ex-
pressed as a contour integral around a unit circle on an oblique
plane at the ﬁeld point. In the BEM approach presented in Wilson
and Cruse (1978), U(x) and its derivatives for a given anisotropicll rights reserved.
9; fax: +1 613 5205715.material are obtained by cubic-spline interpolation of pre-calcu-
lated values that had been stored in large databases, as direct
numerical evaluation of this integral is very prohibitive in comput-
ing time in a BEM algorithm. This scheme is also computationally
demanding in other respects, and the control of its accuracy for
highly anisotropic materials has been subject to question as well
(see, e.g. Schclar, 1994; Sales and Gray, 1998).
In the past several decades, there have been several investiga-
tions dealing with the analytical evaluation of U(x) derived by Lif-
shitz and Rozenzweig (1947), and its derivatives. The main focus
was to reduce these solutions into as simple and explicit a form
as possible. They include the works of Synge (1957), Barnett
(1972), Ting and Lee (1997), Nakamura and Tanuma (1997), Wang
(1997) and Lee (2003, 2009). Studies to develop computationally
more efﬁcient schemes for their numerical evaluation using the
alternative analytical forms have also been undertaken in the con-
text of BEM development since the pioneering work of Wilson and
Cruse (1978). Examples include those by Chen and Lin (1993), Sales
and Gray (1998), Pan and Yuan (2000), Tonon et al. (2001), Phan
et al. (2004), Wang and Denda (2007), Tan et al. (2009), Buroni
and Saez (2010), and Shiah et al. (2008, 2010, 2012); a review of
the earlier works on this list is given by the present lead authors
in, e.g., Tan et al. (2009) and Shiah et al. (2010). Of signiﬁcance
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braic and explicit form of the fundamental solution for displace-
ments in a 3D generally anisotropic solid, expressed in terms of
Stroh’s eigenvalues. Lee (2003, 2009) further showed how its
derivatives could be obtained; the complete explicit expressions
for the derivatives for general anisotropy were, however, derived
and presented only by the present lead authors in Shiah et al.
(2010). These exact and fully explicit solutions have enabled their
implementation into existing BEM codes to be relatively straight-
forward. This has been demonstrated by Tavara et al. (2008) for
the special case of transverse isotropy; by Tan et al. (2009) and
Shiah et al. (2008, 2010); and by Buroni (2012).
Notwithstanding the relative simplicity of its implementation
into BEM codes and the numerical accuracy and efﬁciency that
was achieved using the exact, closed-form solutions of Ting and
Lee (1997) and Lee (2009), these quantities are of tedious algebraic
forms and the programming effort is a painstaking task. Recogniz-
ing the periodic character of the terms with the spherical angles in
these exact solutions when expressed in the spherical coordinate
system, the present authors have very recently proposed an alter-
native numerical scheme to compute the same U(x), by represent-
ing the former as a Fourier series (Shiah et al., 2012). The
derivatives of U(x) can be obtained by direct differentiation of
the Fourier series. The resulting formulation is signiﬁcantly more
concise and simpler in comparison to those derived analytically
in closed-form presented in the previous studies. In addition, the
Fourier coefﬁcients are determined only once for a given material
system, irrespective of the total number of ﬁeld points in the
numerical model of the physical problem. It is demonstrated in
that paper too that the computing time to obtain very accurate val-
ues of U(x) and its derivatives simultaneously with this approach is
only a fraction of that when using the previous direct schemes.
This is particularly so for large number of ﬁeld points as is typically
the case of practical engineering problems. In practice, of course,
the CPU time to compute the Green’s function and its derivatives
is only a component of the total time for a BEM analysis; besides
2nd order derivatives are only required if internal point solutions
are required in displacement-BIE formulations of the BEM.
The aim of this paper is to report the successful implementation
into a BEM code for 3D general anisotropic elastostatics of the eval-
uation scheme of U(x) and its derivatives based on the Fourier ser-
ies representation of the solutions by Ting and Lee (1997).
Advantage can be taken of some features of the Fourier series,
and some expressions in the series summation can be re-formu-
lated from those in Shiah et al. (2012); this results in further sav-
ings in computational effort. The superior efﬁciency of this
revised Fourier series scheme will be demonstrated in this paper.
The veracity of its implementation for BEM numerical stress anal-
ysis will be illustrated by three example problems. But ﬁrst, a brief
review of the BIE for 3D anisotropic elasticity will be presented,
followed by a description of the formulation and the revisions to
the Fourier series representation of the fundamental solutions.Fig. 1. The unit circle on an oblique plane at the ﬁeld point.2. The BIE for 3D anisotropic elasticity
The BIE for elastostatics relates the displacements uj and trac-
tions tj at the surface S of the homogeneous elastic domain and
may be written in indicial notation as
CijðPÞuiðPÞ þ
Z
S
uiðQÞTijðP;QÞds ¼
Z
s
tiðQÞUijðP;QÞds: ð1Þ
In (1), the coefﬁcient Cij(P) depends upon the local geometry of S at
the source point P; Uij(P,Q)  U(x), and TijðP;QÞ represent the funda-
mental solutions of displacements and tractions, respectively, in thexi-direction at the ﬁeld point Q due to a unit load in the xj-direction
at P in a homogeneous inﬁnite body.
For a generally anisotropic material, the point load solution for
the displacement ﬁeld can be expressed in terms of the Barnett–
Lothe tensor H[x] as
UðxÞ ¼ 1
4pr
H½x; ð2aÞ
which may also be expressed with respect to the spherical coordi-
nate system (Ting and Lee, 1997) as:
Uðr; h;/Þ ¼ Hðh;/Þ
4pr
: ð2bÞ
In (2), r is the radial distance between the ﬁeld point and the source
point at the local origin x = 0 (see Fig. 1); also, the Barnett–Lothe
tensor Hðh;/Þ depends only on the spherical coordinates (h,/) when
expressed in that coordinate system. In the solution ﬁrst derived by
Lifshitz and Rozenzweig (1947), H[x] is expressed as a contour inte-
gral around a unit circle at the ﬁeld point Q on an oblique plane nor-
mal to xQ, as shown in Fig. 1. With reference to this ﬁgure, the
tangent vectors n, m and the unit vector n⁄  x/r form a right-
handed triad [n, m, n⁄]. These tangent vectors can be expressed in
the spherical coordinates as
n ¼ ðcos/ cos h; cos/ sin h;  sin/Þ;
m ¼ ð sin h; cos h; 0Þ; ð3Þ
where 0 6 h < 2p and 0 6 / 6 p.
A fully explicit, algebraic expression for the Barnett–Lothe ten-
sor was derived by Ting and Lee (1997). It is in terms of Stroh’s
eigenvalues, pi, and may be written as follows:
Hðh;/Þ ¼ 1jTj
X4
n¼0
qnC^
ðnÞ; ð4Þ
where the quantities qn, C^ðnÞ, and j are given by
qn ¼
1
2b1b2b3
Re
X3
t¼1
pnt
ptptþ1ð Þ ptptþ2ð Þ
( )
 dn2
" #
for n ¼ 0;1;2;
1
2b1b2b3
Re
X3
t¼1
pn2t ptþ1ptþ2
ptptþ1ð Þ ptptþ2ð Þ
( )" #
for n ¼ 3;4;
8>>><
>>>:
ð5aÞ
C^ðnÞij ¼ ~CðnÞðiþ1Þðjþ1Þðiþ2Þðjþ2Þ  ~CðnÞðiþ1Þðjþ2Þðiþ2Þðjþ1Þ; ði; j ¼ 1;2;3Þ; ð5bÞ
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In (5), Cijks are the elastic stiffness tensor of the anisotropic material.
Also, C^ðnÞ is the adjoint of the matrix C(p) deﬁned as
CðpÞ ¼ Q þ pV þ p2j; ð6Þ
where
V ¼ ðR þ RTÞ ð7Þ
and
Q  Qik ¼ Cijksnjns; R  Rik ¼ Cijksnjms: ð8Þ
In (5a), the Stroh’s eigenvalues, pi, are the roots of the sextic
equation that is obtained by setting the determinant |C(p)| = 0
These roots appear as three pairs of complex conjugates which
may be written as follows:
pv ¼ av þ ibv ;bv > 0; ðv ¼ 1;2;3Þ ð9Þ
with i =
p
(1), and the over-bar on pi denoting the corresponding
conjugate. It can be veriﬁed that the tensor ~CðnÞ can be reduced in
form to be as follows,
~Cð4Þpqrs ¼ jpqjrs;
~Cð3Þpqrs ¼ Vpqjrs þ jpqVrs;
~Cð2Þpqrs ¼ jpqQrs þ jrsQpq þ VpqVrs;
~Cð1Þpqrs ¼ VpqQrs þ VrsQpq;
~Cð0Þpqrs ¼ QpqQrs:
ð10Þ
In (2)–(10), the only numerical scheme necessary is to evaluate the
Stroh’s eigenvalues from the sextic equation. Otherwise, the imple-
mentation of these equations into a BEM algorithm and the calcula-
tions involved are direct and relatively straightforward.
For the numerical solution of (1), it is also necessary to evaluate
the fundamental solution for tractions Tij. This may be carried out
via the relation
Tij ¼ ðrikNkÞj; ð11Þ
where rik is the fundamental solution for stresses at a ﬁeld point
due to a concentrated force applied in the xj direction at the source
point, and Nk is the outward normal vector on the surface at the
ﬁeld point. They may also be written as rj , where
rl ¼ r11;r22;r33;r23;r13;r12
 T
l : ð12Þ
These stresses can be related to the corresponding strains el , where
e1 ¼ e11; e22; e33;2e23;2e13;2e12
 T
l : ð13Þ
via the generalized Hooke’s law, viz.:
rj ¼ Cej : ð14Þ
The corresponding strain components ðeikÞj are computed using the
strain–displacement relations:
ðeikÞl ¼ ðUil;j þ Ujl;iÞ=2: ð15Þ
In the numerical solution of the BIE, (1), the surface of the do-
main is discretized into boundary elements, over each of which,
the integrals are evaluated and summed. This results in a set of lin-
ear algebraic equations in terms of the unknown surface displace-
ments and tractions which are then solved for. These procedures
are well established in the literature. Interior point solutions for
the displacements and stresses, if required, can be obtained as a
secondary process after the solution of (1) using Somigliana’s iden-
tity. For displacements, it can be expressed as follows,
ujðpÞ þ
Z
s
uiðQÞTijðp;QÞdS ¼
Z
s
tiðQÞUijðp;QÞdS ð16ÞThe corresponding stresses at the interior point, p, are obtained
from the displacement gradients and Hooke’s law. Performing spa-
tial differentiation of (16) with respect to the coordinates of p yields
uj;kðpÞ þ
Z
s
uiðQÞTij;kðp;QÞdS ¼
Z
s
tiðQÞUij;kðp;QÞdS ð17Þ
In the above equations, it is evident that the ﬁrst and second
derivatives of U(x) need to be calculated, the latter appearing in
the term Tij,k in (17). Lee (2003) has shown how explicit expres-
sions for the derivatives, U0  Uij,k and U00  Uij,kl, may be obtained
by direct spatial differentiation. The problem was revisited (Lee,
2009), however, when it was recognized that the very high tenso-
rial forms of these quantities may not lend themselves to be eval-
uated in the most efﬁcient manner even though they are fully
explicit (Shiah et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2009). In the revised formu-
lation (Lee, 2009), the introduction of very high order tensors be-
come unnecessary when the partial differentiations are carried
out in spherical coordinates as an intermediate step followed by
the use of the chain rule. Details of these and the resulting explicit
expressions, which are rather elaborate, are given in Shiah et al.
(2010). Nevertheless, the result is a signiﬁcant improvement in
the CPU time required to evaluate the Green’s function and its
derivatives.
3. Fourier series representation of U(x) and its derivatives
A key to the success of the BEM as a good numerical tool for
treating large 3D practical engineering problems in general aniso-
tropic elasticity is an efﬁcient and yet simple means for evaluating
U(x) and its derivatives, U0 and U00. To this end, the present authors
have very recently proposed an alternative, accurate, numerical
scheme to compute these quantities (Shiah et al., 2012) which is
signiﬁcantly less demanding in effort to program into a BEM code.
In this scheme, the Bartnett–Lothe tensor, H[x]  H(h, /), in (2) is
represented by a double Fourier series in the spherical coordinate
system as follows,
Huvðh;/Þ ¼
Xa
m¼a
Xa
n¼a
kðm;nÞuv e
i ðm hþn/Þ; ðu; v ¼ 1;2;3Þ; ð18Þ
where a is an appropriately large integer for convergence of the ser-
ies. The unknown Fourier coefﬁcients kðm;nÞuv are given by
kðm;nÞuv ¼
1
4p2
Z p
p
Z p
p
Huvðh;/Þ ei ðm hþn/Þdhd/ ð19Þ
and they can be numerically determined by, for example, Gaussian
quadrature as follows,
kðm;nÞuv ¼
1
4
Xk
p¼1
Xk
q¼1
wpwqf ðm;nÞuv ðpnp; pnqÞ: ð20Þ
It should be noted that the period of / for a generally anisotropic
body is considered as 2p, although the angle is deﬁned in the
range ½0; p in (3). This is due to the periodic condition
Huvðh; /þ 2pÞ ¼ Huvðh;/Þ. In (20), k is the number of the Gauss ab-
scissa np, and wp is the corresponding weight; and f
ðm;nÞ
uv ðh; /Þ repre-
sents the integrand in (19). A value of k greater than 32 is
recommended for highly anisotropic materials when large values
of m and n (say, 20) are then used (Shiah et al., 2012). This is to
ensure accurate numerical integration in (19) as the integrand in
such cases can vary very rapidly indeed. Since the Fourier coefﬁ-
cients are determined only once irrespective of the number of nodes
and elements in the BEM mesh, the CPU time for this evaluation is
relatively small in comparison to that for computing directly (2) for
every ﬁeld point in the same BEM analysis of the problem.
Advantage can be taken of a number of features of the double
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numerical scheme reported in Shiah et al. (2012). These will now be
described and discussed.
Note that in (19), kðm;nÞuv and k
ðm;nÞ
uv are complex conjugates, i.e.
kðm;nÞuv ¼ kðm;nÞuv : ð21Þ
Thus, kðm;nÞuv can be separated into the real part R
ðm;nÞ
uv and the imagi-
nary part Iðm;nÞuv as follows,
kðm;nÞuv ¼ Rðm;nÞuv þ iIðm;nÞuv : ð22Þ
The imaginary part of Huvðh;/Þ must vanish. Eq. (18) is therefore
rewritten as
Huvðh;/Þ ¼
Xa
m¼a
Xa
n¼a
hðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ; ð23Þ
where hðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ is deﬁned by
hðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ ¼ Rðm;nÞuv cosðmhþ n/Þ  Iðm;nÞuv sinðmhþ n/Þ: ð24Þ
Using (21), the above equation can be further simpliﬁed into
Huvðh;/Þ ¼ 2
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
hðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ þ
X1
n¼a
hðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ
( )
þ 2
Xa
n¼1
hð0;nÞuv ðh;/Þ þ 2
Xa
m¼1
hðm;0Þuv ðh;/Þ þ Rð0;0Þuv : ð25Þ
Substituting (24) into (25) and then into (2b), the fundamental solu-
tion U can now expressed as
Uuv ¼ 12pr
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
ð~Rðm;nÞuv cosmh~Iðm;nÞuv sinmhÞ cosn/
ðR^ðm;nÞuv sinmhþ I^ðm;nÞuv cosmhÞ sinn/
" #
þ
Xa
m¼1
Rð0;mÞuv cosm/ Ið0;mÞuv sinm/
þRðm;0Þuv cosmh Iðm;0Þuv sinmh
 !
þ R
ð0;0Þ
uv
2
8>>>><
>>>:
9>>>>=
>>>;
;
ð26Þ
where ~Rðm;nÞuv , R^
ðm;nÞ
uv , ~I
ðm;nÞ
uv , and I^
ðm;nÞ
uv are given by
~Rðm;nÞuv ¼ Rðm;nÞuv þ Rðm;nÞuv ; R^ðm;nÞuv ¼ Rðm;nÞuv  Rðm;nÞuv ;
~Iðm;nÞuv ¼ Iðm;nÞuv þ Iðm;nÞuv ; I^ðm;nÞuv ¼ Iðm;nÞuv  Iðm;nÞuv :
ð27Þ
Note that no operations of complex numbers are involved when
evaluating U with (26). As the number of terms in the series has
been reduced, this equation is more efﬁcient to use for the compu-
tations than the original formulation with (18)–(20). This scheme
for evaluating U is also valid for mathematically degenerate materi-
als since it is based on Ting and Lee (1997) solution. The evaluation
of the derivatives of U will next be treated.
As mentioned earlier, exact analytical algebraic expressions for
the ﬁrst and second order derivatives of the Green’s function, de-
noted by U0 and U00, respectively, using the approach of Lee
(2009), have been obtained and implemented into a BEM code in
Shiah et al. (2010). It was shown in Shiah et al. (2012), however,
that numerical values of these derivatives could also be accurately
determined from direct spatial differentiations of (18). From the
above re-formulation of the Fourier series summation, it can be ex-
pected that the same spatial differentiation will yield expressions
that are more computationally efﬁcient to evaluate than the origi-
nal form reported in Shiah et al. (2012).
The ﬁrst-order derivatives of the Green’s function may be ob-
tained using chain rule as follows,
U0  Uuv;l ¼ @Uuv
@r
@r
@xl
þ @Uuv
@h
@h
@xl
þ @Uuv
@/
@/
@xl
: ð28Þ
Direct partial differentiation of (18) with respect to the spheri-
cal coordinates and using (28) would yield the following expres-
sion for U0 (Shiah et al., 2012),Uuv;l ¼ 14pr2
Xa
m¼a
Xa
n¼a
kðm;nÞuv e
iðmhþn/Þ cosh ðsin/ in cos/Þ
im sinh=sin/
 
for l¼1;
Xa
m¼a
Xa
n¼a
kðm;nÞuv e
iðmhþn/Þ sinhðsin/ in cos/Þ
þim cosh=sin/
 
for l¼2;
Xa
m¼a
Xa
n¼a
kðm;nÞuv e
iðmhþn/Þ½ðcos/þ in sin/Þ for l¼3:
8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð29Þ
One may, however, perform the re-formulated form of U in (26) in-
stead, to take advantage of the reduced number of terms in the
summation of the series. By letting xlðh;/Þ; x0lðh;/Þ; and x00l ðh;/Þ
represent the following spatial differentiations:
xlðh;/Þ ¼ r @r
@xl
¼
sin/ cos h; ðfor l ¼ 1Þ;
sin/ sin h; ðfor l ¼ 2Þ;
cos/; ðfor l ¼ 3Þ;
8><
>: ð30aÞ
x0lðh;/Þ ¼ r
@h
@xl
¼
 sin h= sin/; ðfor l ¼ 1Þ;
cos h= sin/; ðfor l ¼ 2Þ;
0; ðfor l ¼ 3Þ;
8><
>: ð30bÞ
x00l ðh;/Þ ¼ r
@/
@xl
¼
cos/ cos h; ðfor l ¼ 1Þ;
cos/ sin h; ðfor l ¼ 2Þ;
 sin/; ðfor l ¼ 3Þ;
8><
>: ð30cÞ
the revised Fourier series expressions for U0 can be shown to be:
Uuv;l ¼ 12pr2
xlðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
ððC
_ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞcosn/C
^ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞsinn/Þ
þ
Xa
m¼1
ðC
_
m
uv ðhÞþC
^m
uv ð/ÞÞþ R
ð0;0Þ
uv
2
2
66664
3
77775
x0lðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
mð~Cðm;nÞuv ðhÞcosn/þ C^ðm;nÞuv ðhÞsinn/Þ
þ
Xa
m¼1
m ~cmuv ðhÞ
2
66664
3
77775
x00l ðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
nðC
_ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞsinn/þC
^ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞcosn/Þ
þ
Xa
m¼1
m  c^muv ð/Þ
2
66664
3
77775
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
;
ð32Þ
where
C
_ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞ ¼ ~Rðm;nÞuv cosmh~Iðm;nÞuv sinmh; C
^ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞ ¼ R^ðm;nÞuv sinmh
þ I^ðm;nÞuv cosmh;
~Cðm;nÞuv ðhÞ ¼ ~Rðm;nÞuv sinmhþ~Iðm;nÞuv cosmh; C^ðm;nÞuv ðhÞ ¼ R^ðm;nÞuv cosmh
 I^ðm;nÞuv sinmh;
c
_m
uvðhÞ ¼ Rðm;0Þuv cosmh Iðm;0Þuv sinmh; c
^m
uvð/Þ ¼ Rð0;mÞuv cosm/
 Ið0;mÞuv sinm/;
~cmuvðhÞ ¼ Rðm;0Þuv sinmhþ Iðm;0Þuv cosmh; c^muvð/Þ ¼ Rð0;mÞuv sinm/
þ Ið0;mÞuv cosm/:
ð32Þ
It can be seen in (32) that xlðh;/Þ, x0lðh;/Þ, and x00l ðh;/Þ are the
multiplication factors of the respective series sums; thus, they are
calculated once only for each ﬁeld point. This equation may appear
to be more elaborate analytically than (29) only because the terms
involved are expressed more explicitly; the implicit inter-linked
algebraic operations contained in (29) are no longer present. As
for U in (26), the range of the series sums is also half that of the ori-
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are very small indeed compared to others in the series; summation
involving them may thus be skipped for all practical purposes.
For the evaluation of U0, the special case of when the load and
ﬁeld points are both on the x3-axis (i.e. at / ¼ 0 and / ¼ p for
l = 1 and l = 2) needs to addressed as a numerical singularity oc-
curs. This is because the spherical angle h and its derivative, being
functions of the Cartesian coordinates, become ill-deﬁned at these
locations. Mathematically, @=@x1 implies the rate of change along
h = 0 and similarly, @=@x2, the rate of change in the direction
h = p/2. This singularity may be easily removed by introducing a
small perturbation for u, say / = 106, and selecting h ¼ 0 for
l ¼ 1 (i.e. x01ðh;/Þ ¼ 0) and h ¼ p=2 for l ¼ 2 (i.e. x02ðh;/Þ ¼ 0).
For convenience, h ¼ 0 can be selected for l = 3.
The second-order derivatives of the Green’s function can be ob-
tained in the same manner by differentiating (32) in the spherical
coordinate system and using the chain rule, viz.:
Uuv;lk ¼ @Uuv;l
@r
@r
@xk
þ @Uuv ;l
@h
@h
@xk
þ @Uuv ;l
@/
@/
@xk
: ð33Þ
Carrying out the indicated differentiations and re-arranging the var-
ious algebraic terms, they can be expressed asUuv ;lk ¼ 12pr3
Xð1Þlk ðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
~Kðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ þ
Xa
m¼1
ðC
_
m
uvðhÞ þ C
^m
uvð/ÞÞ þ R
ð0;0Þ
uv
2
" #
þXð2Þlk ðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
mð~Cðm;nÞuv ðhÞ cosn/þ C^ðm;nÞuv ðhÞ sinn/Þ þ
Xa
m¼1
m~cmuvðhÞ
" #
þXð3Þlk ðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
nðC
_ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞ sinn/þ C
^ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞ cosn/Þ þ
Xa
m¼1
m c^muvð/Þ
" #
þXð4Þlk ðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
mnð~Cðm;nÞuv ðhÞ sinn/ C^ðm;nÞuv ðhÞ cosn/Þ
þXð5Þlk ðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
m2 ~Kðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ þ
Xa
m¼1
m2C
_
m
uvðhÞ
 !
þXð6Þlk ðh;/Þ
Xa
m¼1
Xa
n¼1
n2 ~Kðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ þ
Xa
m¼1
m2C
^m
uvð/Þ
 !
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
; ð34Þwhere the function ~Kðm;nÞuv is deﬁned as
~Kðm;nÞuv ðh;/Þ ¼ C
_ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞ cosn/ C
^ðm;nÞ
uv ðhÞ sinn/
 
ð35Þ
and the other angular functions are deﬁned as
Xð1Þlk ðh;/Þ¼2xlðh;/Þxkðh;/Þ
@xlðh;/Þ
@h
x0kðh;/Þ
@xlðh;/Þ
@/
x00kðh;/Þ;
Xð2Þlk ðh;/Þ¼2x0lðh;/Þxkðh;/Þþ xlðh;/Þ
@x0lðh;/Þ
@h
 
x0kðh;/Þ
@x
0
lðh;/Þ
@/
x00kðh;/Þ;
Xð3Þlk ðh;/Þ¼2x00l ðh;/Þxkðh;/Þ
@x00l ðh;/Þ
@h
x0kðh;/Þ
þ xlðh;/Þ@x
00
l ðh;/Þ
@/
 
x00kðh;/Þ;
Xð4Þlk ðh;/Þ¼x00l ðh;/Þx0kðh;/Þþx0lðh;/Þx00kðh;/Þ;
Xð5Þlk ðh;/Þ¼x0lðh;/Þx0kðh;/Þ;
Xð6Þlk ðh;/Þ¼x00l ðh;/Þx00kðh;/Þ:
ð36ÞNote that the angular functions Xð1Þlk ðh;/Þ Xð6Þlk ðh;/Þ in (36) are
symmetrical about (l,k) and are all independent of m, n. Thus, they
are computed only once for each of the ﬁeld points. The explicit
expressions for them can be obtained by substituting (30a), (30b),
(30c) into (36); they are as follows:
Xð1Þlk ðh;/Þ ¼
1:5ð1 cos 2/Þ cos2 h 1; ðl; k ¼ 1;1Þ
1:5 sin 2h sin2 /; ðl; k ¼ 1;2Þ
1:5 cos h sin 2/; ðl; k ¼ 1;3Þ
1:5ð1 cos 2/Þ sin2 h 1; ðl; k ¼ 2;2Þ
1:5 sin h sin 2/; ðl; k ¼ 2;3Þ
1:5 cos 2/þ 0:5; ðl ; k ¼ 3;3Þ
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð37aÞXð2Þlk ðh;/Þ ¼
 sin 2hð1þ 1= sin2 /Þ; ðl; k ¼ 1;1Þ
cos 2hð1þ 1= sin2 /Þ; ðl; k ¼ 1;2Þ
 sin h cot/; ðl; k ¼ 1;3Þ
sin 2hð1þ 1= sin2 /Þ; ðl; k ¼ 2;2Þ
cos h cot/; ðl; k ¼ 2;3Þ
0; ðl; k ¼ 3;3Þ
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð37bÞXð3Þlk ðh;/Þ ¼
2 cos2 h sin 2/ sin2 h cot/; ðl; k ¼ 1;1Þ
sin 2hð0:5 cot/þ sin 2/Þ; ðl; k ¼ 1;2Þ
2 cos h cos 2/; ðl; k ¼ 1;3Þ
2 sin2 h sin 2/ cos2 h cot/; ðl; k ¼ 2;2Þ
2 sin h cos 2/; ðl; k ¼ 2;3Þ
2 sin2/; ðl; k ¼ 3;3Þ
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð37cÞ
Xð4Þlk ðh;/Þ ¼
 sin 2h cot/; ðl; k ¼ 1;1Þ
cos 2h cot/; ðl; k ¼ 1;2Þ
sin h; ðl; k ¼ 1;3Þ
sin 2h cot/; ðl; k ¼ 2;2Þ
 cos h; ðl; k ¼ 2;3Þ
0; ðl; k ¼ 3;3Þ
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð37dÞ
Fig. 2. Spherical coordinates for (a) the original domain, and (b) the transformed domain.
Fig. 3. Variation of the relative CPU time, sR/sO, for computing U, U0 and U00
simultaneously with the number of ﬁeld points: sO – CPU time with the original
Fourier series representations; sR – CPU time with the revised Fourier series
formulations.
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 sin2 h= sin2 /; ðl; k ¼ 1;1Þ
0:5 sin2h= sin2 /; ðl; k ¼ 1;2Þ
0; ðl; k ¼ 1;3Þ
 cos2 h= sin2 /; ðl; k ¼ 2;2Þ
0; ðl; k ¼ 2;3Þ
0; ðl; k ¼ 3;3Þ
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð37eÞ
Xð6Þlk ðh;/Þ ¼
 cos2 h cos2 /; ðl; k ¼ 1;1Þ
0:5 sin2h cos2 /; ðl; k ¼ 1;2Þ
0:5 cos h sin 2/; ðl; k ¼ 1;3Þ
 sin2 h cos2 /; ðl; k ¼ 2;2Þ
0:5 sin h sin 2/; ðl; k ¼ 2;3Þ
 sin2 /; ðl; k ¼ 3;3Þ
8>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ð37fÞ
From (37), it is evident that the numerical singularity problem
seen previously for the ﬁrst derivatives when / = 0 also exists for
all the second derivatives, except Uij,33. It is also quite clear that
the perturbation method will not work for all the components of
Uij,kl. As proposed by Shiah et al. (2012), this difﬁculty can be easily
overcome by a re-deﬁnition of the coordinates as shown in Fig. 2.
For the source point P that lies on the x3-axis, the corresponding
/^ is deﬁned by p=2; and the other spherical angle, h^ ¼ p=2 and
h^ ¼ p=2 are speciﬁed when x3 < 0 and x3 > 0, respectively. In the
original coordinate system, the constitutive equation of generally
anisotropic elasticity is often written as
r11
r22
r33
r23
r13
r12
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
¼
C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16
C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26
C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36
C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 C46
C51 C52 C53 C54 C55 C56
C61 C62 C63 C64 C65 C66
0
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e11
e22
e33
2e23
2e13
2e12
0
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; ð38Þ
where the elastic stiffness constants Cij are symmetric; rij and eij
represent the stresses and strains, respectively. For the transformed
stiffness coefﬁcients Cij in the rotated coordinate system are given
by
C22 ¼ C11; C23 ¼ C12; C21 ¼ C13; C25 ¼ C14; C26 ¼ C15; C24 ¼ C16;
C33 ¼ C22; C31 ¼ C23; C35 ¼ C24; C36 ¼ C25; C34 ¼ C26; C11 ¼ C33;
C15 ¼ C34; C16 ¼ C35; C14 ¼ C36; C55 ¼ C44; C56 ¼ C45; C54 ¼ C46;
C66 ¼ C55; C64 ¼ C56; C44 ¼ C66:
ð39Þ
Performing the Fourier series analysis with the transformed
stiffness coefﬁcients yields the corresponding Fourier coefﬁcients
k^ðm;nÞuv . The values of U’’ for this case can then be obtained via the fol-
lowing substitutions:U11;12 ¼ U33;13;U12;12 ¼ U13;13;U13;12 ¼ U23;13;
U22;12 ¼ U11;13;U23;12 ¼ U12;13;U33;12 ¼ U22;13;
ð40Þwhere Uij;mn denotes the second-order derivatives deﬁned in the ro-
tated coordinate system. Again, the computations of the Fourier
coefﬁcients in this rotated system need only to be performed once
if this situation ever arises in practice. Thus this process is a trivial
matter in terms of overall CPU time in a BEM analysis. In conven-
tional displacement-BEM analysis, U00 are only required when the
stresses at internal points of the domain are required. As such, this
numerical singularity problem arises only when the internal point
of interest has exactly the same (x1, x2) coordinates of a Gauss inte-
gration ﬁeld point.
Examining (26), (32), and (34), namely, the re-formulated ver-
sions of the Fourier series representations for U, U0 and U00, respec-
tively, it can be noted that there are several common terms in the
expressions, and all algebraic operations independent of m and n
have been completely separated from the series. It is also worth
reminding that for a given value of a, the number of terms to be
summed in each series has been reduced by more than half.
Although their original forms which are presented in Shiah et al.
(2012) appear to be simpler and more compact, the above expres-
sions are structurally more explicit and efﬁcient to compute. To
demonstrate this, the computer CPU times to evaluate U, U0 and
U00 simultaneously using the present revised formulation for vary-
ing number of ﬁeld points are compared to those using the original
formulation ﬁrst proposed in Shiah et al. (2012). The variations of
this relative CPU time with increasing number of ﬁeld points, rang-
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superior efﬁciency of the present scheme is very clear. It should be
reminded, however, that these computations are only one aspect of
a BEM implementation. Moreover, in displacement-BEM formula-
tions, U00 will only be required for stresses at interior points of
the domain.4. Numerical examples
The above Fourier series representations of the fundamental
solution and its derivatives have been successfully implemented
into an existing BEM code for three dimensional elastostatics.
The BEM code is based on the quadratic isoparametric element for-
mulation which is well documented in the literature; hence it is
not discussed here. Three examples are presented below. The
material considered is an alpha-quartz with the following stiffness
matrix (Huntington, 1958):
C ¼
87:6 6:07 13:3 17:3 0:0 0:0
6:07 87:6 13:3 17:3 0:0 0:0
13:3 13:3 106:8 0:0 0:0 0:0
17:3 17:3 0:0 57:2 0:0 0:0
0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 57:2 17:3
0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 17:3 40:765
0
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ðGPaÞ:
ð41Þ4.1. Example A
The veracity of the implementation was ﬁrst tested with an
example problem for which the analytical solution exists, in Lekh-
nitskii (1981). It is a rectangular prism that is subjected to remote
uniform tension, ro = 1, at one end and restrained at the opposite
end, in the x3-direction, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The BEM mesh used
is shown in Fig. 4(b); it has 40 quadratic boundary elements with a
total of 132 nodes. To preclude rigid body motion in the numerical
model, additional nodal constraints are prescribed, as follows: the
nodes at (	L/2, 0, 0) are constrained in the x2-direction; the nodesFig. 4. Example A: (a) A rectangular prism subjected to uniform remote tension ro;
(b) the BEM mesh.at (0, 	L/2, 0) are constrained in the x1-direction, and the node at
(0, 0, 4L) constrained in both x1- and x2-directions. Table 1 lists
the computed BEM results of the nodal displacements and stresses
when using three different values of a, namely, 10, 15 and 20, for
the Fourier series summations. Also listed in the table are the cor-
responding exact analytical solutions. As can be seen, even with
a = 10, the accuracy of the BEM solution is very good indeed. This
is not too surprising as the alpha-quartz treated in the principal
axes directions is not highly anisotropic and the material stiffness
matrix is not fully populated.
4.2. Example B
For the second example problem, the material principal axes of
the alpha-quartz treated above are rotated successively about the
global Cartesian x1-, x2-, and x3-axis by 30, 45, and 60 clockwise,
respectively. This yields the following fully populated stiffness ma-
trix which has all the characteristics of a generally anisotropic
material:
C ¼
111:8 14:8 5:2 0:3 11:0 14:0
14:8 101:8 7:6 0:4 0:6 18:9
5:2 7:6 129:7 4:4 1:6 0:6
0:3 0:4 4:4 31:3 2:5 3:6
11:0 0:6 1:6 2:5 37:9 1:3
14:0 18:9 0:6 3:6 1:3 55:2
0
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ð42Þ
The physical problem considered is an internally pressurized
cylinder with radius ratio R2/R1 = 2 and its half-length H = 4R1, as
shown in Fig. 5. The outer circumferential wall of the cylinder is
fully constrained in the radial direction, while its two ends are
ﬁxed from displacements in the x3-drection.
The BEM mesh employed for the stress analysis is shown in
Fig. 6. A total of 448 quadratic quadrilateral boundary elements
and 1344 nodes are used to model the entire physical problem.
For the Fourier series summation when computing the Green’s
function and its derivatives during the BEM analysis, a = 16 was
used. For comparison of the results, an independent analysis using
the ﬁnite element method (FEM) commercial code ANSYS was also
performed. The FEM mesh used is also shown in Fig. 6; it has
96,000 SOLID185 elements with 103,320 nodes. For illustration,
the results from both the BEM and FEM analyses for the variations
of the normalized total displacement (uTC11/PR1) at r = 1.5R1 with
the circumferential position h in the x3 = +H, 0, and H planes are
shown in Fig. 7; P being the internal pressure, and
uT 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u21 þ u22 þ u23
q
. The total displacement is considered as radial
planes of the cylinder do not remain radial in this anisotropic
deformation. Similar variations of the stresses at this radial posi-
tion, normalized with respect to the internal pressure P, are also
shown in Fig. 8. The plots for x3 = 0 in Figs. 7 and 8 are for internal
points of the cylinder, while those for x3 = ± H are for boundary
solutions; the solutions for internal points are presented to demon-
strate the veracity of the formulation for interior point solutions as
well. It can be seen from these ﬁgures that the agreement between
the BEM and FEM results is excellent indeed.
4.3. Example C
The last problem considered in this study is shown in Fig. 9. It is
an anisotropic cube, with side lengths 2L, and containing a spher-
ical cavity of radius Ro. Three of its external faces are constrained
from displacements normal to the respective face, while the
remaining faces are subject to a uniform normal stress ro. Before
treating the generally anisotropic case, BEM analysis was ﬁrst per-
Table 1
Comparison of the BEM results for the displacements and stresses with exact analytical solution; Example A.
Point locations (x1/L, x2/L, x3/L) Exact solution BEM
Fourier a = 10 a = 15 a = 20
(0.5,0.5,2.0) on the boundary u1 0.000689 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000693 (0.57%) 0.000689 (0.02%) 0.000689 (0.02%)
u2 0.000689 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000696 (0.95%) 0.000689 (0.02%) 0.000689 (0.02%)
u3 0.019413 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.019407 (0.03%) 0.019413 (0.00%) 0.019413 (0.00%)
r11 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.001290 (N/A) 0.000006 (N/A) 0.000020 (N/A)
r12 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A)
r13 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000606 (N/A) 0.000002 (N/A) 0.000002 (N/A)
r22 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.001214 (N/A) 0.000060 (N/A) 0.000030 (N/A)
r23 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000043 (N/A) 0.000031 (N/A) 0.000008 (N/A)
r33 1.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.999140 (0.09%) 1.000000 (0.00%) 0.999990 (0.00%)
(0.0,0.0,2.0) inside the domain u1 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A)
u2 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000003 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A)
u3 0.019413 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.019413 (0.00%) 0.019413 (0.00%) 0.019413 (0.00%)
r11 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.001001 (N/A) 0.000030 (N/A) 0.000016 (N/A)
r12 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A)
r13 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A) 0.000000 (N/A)
r22 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000667 (N/A) 0.000035 (N/A) 0.000023 (N/A)
r23 0.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 0.000084 (N/A) 0.000030 (N/A) 0.000020 (N/A)
r33 1.000000 Series Sum (|Error%.|) 1.000227 (0.02%) 1.000005 (0.00%) 1.000020 (0.00%)
Fig. 5. Example B: A thick walled cylinder subjected to internal pressure P.
Fig. 6. Example B: BEM and FEM mesh for the pressurized thick walled cylinder.
Fig. 7. Variations of the normalized displacement, (uTC11/PR1), at r = 1.5R1 in the
x3 = +H, 0 and H planes; Example B; uT 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u21 þ u22 þ u23
q
:.
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with the following stiffness constants:C11 ¼ 246 GPa; C12 ¼ 134 GPa; C44 ¼ 28:7 GPa: ð43Þ
With reference to Fig. 9, the relative dimensions treated were
K = L/R0 = 1.5, 2, 3, 4 and 20. For large K, the state of stress approx-
imates that in an inﬁnitely large domain subjected to hydrostatic
stress for which an analytical solution is available (Chiang, 2007).
Although for this problem, advantage can be taken of the symme-
try of the cubic material properties and of the geometry in the BEM
analysis, the entire physical domain was modeled as the mesh
would be used to treat the general anisotropic case that follows.
Fig. 10 shows the BEM mesh employed, with 240 elements and
676 nodes. As before, a = 16 was used for the Fourier series sums.
Table 2 lists the normalized stresses, kh (=rh/ro) and kz (=ru/ro), at
the four nodal points along the inner surface of the spherical cavity
Fig. 8. Variations of the normalized stresses at r = 1.5R1 in the (a) x3 = +H, (b) x3 = 0
and (c) x3 = H planes; Example B.
Fig. 9. Example C: An anisotropic cube with a central spherical cavity subjected to a
uniform tensile stress ro on three of its faces.
Fig. 10. Example C: BEM and FEM mesh of the problem; the FEM mesh is 1/8th of
the full mesh.
Fig. 11. Variations of the normalized displacement, (uTC11/PRo), around the equator
at three different radii; K = 20 – Example C.
Table 2
Computed normalized stresses around the equator about the x3-axis of a spherical
cavity in a Nb crystal.
L/R0 Normalized
Stresses
Isotropic
Solution
Anisotropic Solution
h = 0o h = 15o h = 30o h = 45o
20 kz 1.4994
(BEM)
2.0185
(2.0221a)
1.9085
(1.9109a)
1.7664
(1.7688a)
1.7179
(1.7203a)
kh 1.4994
(Exact)
2.0186
(2.0221a)
1.7062
(1.7066a)
1.3027
(1.3037a)
1.1649
(1.1657a)
4 kz 1.5109 2.0257 1.9186 1.7783 1.7303
kh 1.5111 2.0260 1.7248 1.3281 1.1920
3 kz 1.5245 2.0263 1.9258 1.7915 1.7452
kh 1.5248 2.0271 1.7491 1.3698 1.2386
2 kz 1.5699 1.9951 1.9348 1.8398 1.8058
kh 1.5712 1.9990 1.8409 1.5625 1.4594
1.5 kz 1.6521 1.9031 1.9514 1.9513 1.9448
kh 1.6525 1.9082 2.0546 2.0030 1.9511
a Numerical solution in Chiang (2007) for L =1; results at h = 15 are interpo-
lated from his tabulated values.
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table are the corresponding analytical solutions for the stress con-
centrations obtained by Chiang (2007) and the BEM results of iso-
tropic analysis using the same BEM mesh. In the case of K = 20,
there is very good agreement of the BEM results with those for
Fig. 12. Variations of the stress concentrations around the equator at the surface of
the spherical cavity; K = 20 – Example C.
2710 C.L. Tan et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 50 (2013) 2701–2711an inﬁnite body, the deviations between the two sets of results are
less than 0.5%. The numerical results also highlight the inﬂuence of
anisotropy on the stress concentrations.
The same problem above was re-analyzed with alpha-quartz
crystal as the material and with its material principal axes rotated
successively about the x1-, x2-, and x3-axis by 30, 75, and 120
counter-clockwise, respectively. The stiffness matrix with respect
to the global Cartesian axes becomes as follows,
C ¼
107:4 4:7 23:4 5:7 5:4 7:9
4:7 118:6 1:0 15:9 2:9 8:2
23:4 1:0 85:9 7:4 7:6 5:4
5:7 15:9 7:4 36:3 1:7 4:7
5:4 2:9 7:6 1:7 65:2 4:7
7:9 8:2 5:4 4:7 4:7 38:7
0
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The analysis was performed only for the particular case of
K = 20, approximating an inﬁnitely large domain. A FEM analysis
using ANSYS was also performed for comparison of the results; a
total of 187,746 SOLID185 elements with 276,102 nodes were em-
ployed for the model of the full physical problem. A 1/8th cutout of
the FEM mesh is shown in Fig. 10(b), beside the BEM mesh used.
Fig. 11 shows the variations of the normalized total displacement,
(uTC11/PRo), of the nodal points around the equator about the x3-
axis at r = Ro, 2Ro, and 4Ro. The variations of the stress concentra-
tion factors (kh, kz) around the equator (/ = p/2), calculated using
both the BEM and the FEM, are also shown in Fig. 12. Again, it
can be seen that there is excellent agreement between the results
from both numerical methods.
5. Conclusions
Three dimensional linear elastic stress analysis of generally
anisotropic engineering solids using the boundary element method
(BEM) has hitherto been quite limited as compared to its isotropic
counterparts. This has been due to the mathematical complexity of
the Green’s function and its derivatives which are required items in
BEM formulations. In this paper, a double Fourier series represen-
tation of the analytically exact and algebraic form of the Green’s
function derived by Ting and Lee (1997) has been successfully
implemented into an existing BEM code for three dimensional elas-tostatics. The Fourier coefﬁcients need to be evaluated once only
regardless of the number of ﬁeld points in the numerical solution
domain. Also, the derivatives of the fundamental solution can be
obtained by direct spatial differentiation of the Fourier series. This
representation of the fundamental solution was ﬁrst introduced by
the authors very recently where its superior efﬁciency over the use
of previous exact analytical schemes for their numerical evaluation
has also been demonstrated. In this study, however, the terms of
the Fourier series have been made more explicit, further simpliﬁed
and re-arranged. By taking advantage of some of the characteristics
of the Fourier series, the terms that need to be summed have also
been reduced by at least half in number, thereby improving further
the efﬁciency in their evaluation. This has been demonstrated in
the paper. Its implementation into the BEM code has also been
considerably less involved than when using the exact analytical
forms. The veracity of the BEM implementation has been demon-
strated by three examples in which the BEM solutions are com-
pared with exact analytical ones where available, and with those
obtained using FEM analysis. In all cases, excellent agreement of
the results has been observed.Acknowledgments
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